Setting up the Lecture Room video projectors

If you’re using the cart’s computer, Login with your msunet name and pw (it’s slow)
Turn on projector with the Remote: push ON 2 sec while pointing at the projector (each one in turn)
If you’re using your laptop, connect the little rectangular video cable and set up laptop to get a video output
Lower the screen(s)

Projecting from a computer:  (see diagram below)
Matrix switch: the black one with labels
Computer    Laptop    Display 1    Display 2

1. Set up: select a display to: say Display 1, then its input, say Computer for the Cart’s computer
   Repeat for the other display: say Display 2, then Laptop
   You can set both Displays to the same input for showing the same on both screens
   The only asymmetry is that the cart LCD screen can only show what’s on Display1 (nearest to cart)
   If using the cart computer, set Display 1 to Computer so you can see mouse on the cart LCD
2. To Display on the screen, with the Remote, point at a projector and select Computer 1 (or Input 1)
   Again for the second screen

If you wanted to show a VCR, DVD, or a video camera:
   select which one with the smaller VCR/AUX switch (AUX = camera)
   and with the Remote select Video (or Input 4) instead of Computer 1

   The other potential “inputs” on the Remote (Computer 2, DVI, S-Video) don’t do anything

Turning off: Computer: click Logout; Projectors: point Remote & hit “Standby” twice (for each projector)